Letter from the Editor

On behalf of our Editorial Board, I am proud to present the
fifth volume of the LSE Law Review.
Now in its fifth year of publication, the LSE Law Review has
not only consolidated the quality of its publication but also
established a strong presence on the LSE campus. To publish more
of the outstanding submissions we receive, the Editorial team has
worked tirelessly to expand our annual publication cycle to three
issues: Summer, Winter, and Spring. To promote a culture of
engagement with legal academia amongst the LSE law student body,
the Seminars team organised an incredible line up of events,
including: Constitutional Reform and Academic Publishing: 1970-2020, a
collaboration with Oxford University Undergraduate Law Journal
which featured Dr Jo Murkens from LSE and Professor Paul Craig
from Oxford; and, Pathways to Academia – A Panel Discussion, a fruitful
conversation on entering the profession of legal academia, which
featured PhD Student in Law Ms. Mireira Garces de Marcilla Muste,
Dr Sarah Trotter and Professor Conor Gearty.
To build our presence beyond LSE, the Liaisons team
established collaborative partnerships with the law reviews of other
universities. Notably, we hosted our first editorial workshop with
King’s Student Law Review led by Dr Jo Braithwaite. Additionally,
to consolidate our online presence, Michelle designed our first
newsletter providing insights into latest legal developments from our
Notes Editors, interviews with our previous authors, and updates on
our upcoming events.
The academic year of 2019-2020 also marked the transition of
our publication to Houghton St Press, the student imprint of LSE
Press. This platform has allowed us to streamline our submissions

process, better showcase our work (accessible online here:
http://lawreview.lse.ac.uk/), and most importantly, connect and
knowledge exchange with other student journals across the LSE
community. We are indebted to Ms. Lucy Lambe and Ms. Claire
Delahunty for their invaluable assistance throughout this process.
To our authors, thank you for selecting the LSE Law Review to
publish your enriching contributions, and for your hard work
throughout the editorial process.
As always, we extend our eternal gratitude to the LSE
Department of Law, especially Professor Niamh Moloney and Ms.
Sarah Lee, for their continued support and enthusiasm for this
project. We are also deeply appreciative for the LSESU Law
Society’s commitment to generously supporting the Review’s
growth.
We would also like to thank our Gold Corporate Sponsor and
Prize Sponsor for Best Overall Submission, 3 Verulam Buildings,
and Prize Sponsor for Best Case Note, Francis Taylor Building, for
their continued generous support.
I would like to personally thank the incredible members of the
Editorial Board 2019-20: Akvile, Ananya, Andrea, Ann-Marie,
Annie, Austin, Claudia, Edward, Grace, Himmy, Ines, Jarren, Jason,
Jia Man, Julius, Leontine, Mateusz, Michelle, Mythili, Namrah, Nikki,
Rachelle, Ravneet, Samuli, Samantha, Sanzi, Skye, William, and Zoe.
It has been an absolute pleasure to work alongside you. Thank you
for tolerating my antics! I hope to have the chance to organise a
reunion in less difficult times and I look forward to staying in touch.
A special thank you to my Deputy Editor-in-Chief, Jarren, for
his diligence and commitment, and to our Junior Editors, for giving
me hope in the solar future of our Review!
Gloria Schiavo
Editor-in-Chief 2019-20
LSE Law Review Editorial Board

